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10.1 Nouns Key Nouns Information Names People , Places, Things or ideas grandfather kitchen peacock vegetarianism Concrete nouns identify objects that are tangible or can be identified through the senses of the hooves of fog William Loman Zaire Islam Machu Picchu Collective nouns Nouns Groups



nouns Unique form is sometimes considered singular and is sometimes considered a plural yawning melody Abstract nouns name ideas, Characteristics, or characteristics are afraid of love Proper nouns the name of certain people, places, things or ideas Appropriate nouns are always capitalized board
(a) pride (lions) goodness spirit choir ■ Categorizing nouns Place each of the nouns listed below in the corresponding column Many nouns can be listed in more than one column copyright © The McGraw-Hill Companies , Inc. crew theory Leontyne Price hesitation democratic clan Pythagoras elation
orchestra aroma Caracas Buddhism Concrete Abstract Proper Collective crew Leontyne Price theory of hesitation Leontyne _ Pythagoras _ inn Clan Pythagoras Democracy Elation Caracas _ Buddhism _ Orchestra Aroma Buddhism _ Caracas _ ■ B Identifying nouns underline all denominators in the
following sentences Write whether each denominator is concrete (C), abstract (A), proper (P), or collective (CL) A C, CL C The crowd showed their approval with a standing ovation C, P C, P Mecca is a holy city for all Muslims A C, CL Ideals team were very high C C C P A Urban designs of architect I M
Pei won him the international recognition Of The Writer's Choice: Workbook of Grammatical Practice, 9th Grade, Unit 10 Grammatical Practice Class Name Date 10.2 Key Information Pronouns can take the place of nouns, groups of words acting as nouns, or other pronouns Examining pronouns are used
to form the question Relative pronouns introduce subordinate sentences. Who's from Paris, driving a Porsche who's the best athlete on the team? The house we talked about was sold however you think? Give the trophy to whoever you choose ■ Identify pronouns underline all the interrogators and
relative pronouns in the following sentences Write if each of them is interrogated (I) or relative (R) I R Who was the woman I saw you with at the cinema? R The singer for whom the rock opera was written married director R You should whatever you think is best Me R What's the name of the song he
wrote? ■ B Use relative pronouns Combine the following sentences, Changing each couple's one sentence to a subordinate clause Bring each subordinate clause with a relative pronoun Some people are glad when winter is over They don't like cold weather People who don't like cold weather are glad
when winter is over Mary McLeo Bethune is a famous black educator she lived from 1875 to 1955 Mary an educator who lived from 1875 to 1955 _ _ In the early part of the twentieth century , Bethune founded a girls' school The school eventually merged with the men's school and became Bethune-
Cookman College In the early years for girls, which eventually merged _ _ Bethune worked closely with Franklin D Roosevelt She served as a special adviser on minority issues Bethune, who was a special adviser on minority issues, worked _ _ Bethune was a State Department observer at the 1945
U.N. Conference. , who conducted the service, was an observer _ _ Writer's Choice: Grammar Practice Workbook, Grade 9, Unit 10 Copyright © The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc Example Grammar Practice Name Class Date 10.3 Action Verbs Key Information Action verbs describe the physical or
mental action of the jog smile point think worry Transitive verbs are action verbs follow by words that answer what? or who? Adamant verbs are also action verbs, but they are not followed by words that match what? or who? Condors live in the Andes [Intransigible live verb follows in the Andes, saying
where, not what, or whom.] Jack made his own wedding cake [The words wedding cake follow a transitory verb made and answer the question of what he did?] ■ Identifying transitory and unyielding verbs The next excerpt is from The Waves, a novel by British writer Virginia Woolf Write is each of the
boldface action verbs in the excerpt fleeting (T) or defective (I) If the verb is fleeting , underline the word or words that follow it and which answer the question of what? or who? Literature Model T I he light hit the trees in the garden, which one sheet transparent, and then the other One I T bird chirp high
up; there was a pause; another chirped lower sun sharpened and T walls of the house, and rested like the top of the fan on the white eyeshadow and made a blue fingerprint I Copyright © The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. shadows under the sheet next to the bedroom window The blinds mixed slightly,
but everything inside was muffled T and unfounded The birds sang their empty melody outside T T Waves broke and quickly spread their waters across the shore One after the other they were mass and themselves T and it works; The spray returned to the energy of their fall of Virginia Woolf, Waves ■ B
Using transient and non-transverse verbs Write five sentences about yourself Identify each action verb you use as transient (T) or non-translational (I) Sentences will vary Writer's choice: Workbook of grammatical practice, Grade 9, Unit 10 Grammatical Practice Class Date Name 10.3 Verb Linking Key
information links the subject of a sentence to words or groups of words that identify or describe it. Oro's Spanish word for gold Below are some other common verbs to link All verb forms can function as verb connections seem to remain smelly taste sound tomorrow will be bright and sunny ■ Identifying
the verb link Underline all verb connections in the sentences below She said she feels confident in the success of the Thai food plan often has an exotic taste to those who have never tried it It is the year Maria was born Herbs grows well if she is Ground sandy, and drainage adequate The president
looked tired and frustrated The tallest trees in the world are California redwood All the actors were proud of their performances Food smelled delicious from two blocks away I'm tired because I didn't sleep well last night ■ B Using Linking Verbs Write five sentences about your family and friends, using at
least one verb linking in each sentence Underlining each verb linking sentences will vary : Grammatical Practice Workbook, Grade 9, Unit 10 Copyright © The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc 10 Stubborn Person, he remains certain that he is right Grammar Practice Name Class Date 10.4 Adjectives Key
Information Adjectives Modify Nouns and Pronounce room, sharp, sharper, sharper, sharper, Psychic, more psychic, most psychic some people adjectives, and, and, and called articles the latest fad Proper adjectives are formed from appropriate nouns and are always capitalized Many adjectives have
comparative and superlative forms of hot, warmer, hottest Italian operas Buddhist thought Dutch tulips ■ Identifying adjectives Underline all adjectives, except for articles, in the next paragraph Along the base of the tilted red rock came a porcupine He opened a tiny shelter from sticks and some meager
round-and-mouthed creature , all eyes and bony limbs, escaped over the stones Porcupine, ignoring him, wanted to devour insects when he suddenly paused, raised his head and listened As he remained motionless brown, the creature-like mongooses quickly broke through the bushes and disappeared
down his hole From afar came the sound of scolding birds Shardik, Richard Adams Copyright © The McGraw-Hill Companies , Inc ■ B Formation of adjective Write adjective shape of each of the words listed below Use vocabulary only if you have to elegantly furious elegance _ rage , deceiving to deceive
the noble nobility of foggy fog wide-widthd harmful, harmless damage flattering, flattering flattering _ inspiring; Inspirational, Inspired Inspire _ Gritty Grit Writer's Choice: Grammatical Practice Workbook, Grade 9, Unit 10 Grammatical Practice Class Name Date 10.5 Attachments Key information Adverbs
modify verbs, adjectives and other adverbs run quickly deeply uncomfortable pretty nice Adverbs to answer questions when? Where? how to? and to what extent? When? Pretty soon where? there how? carefully to what extent? completely Adverb always precede adjectives and other adjectives that
modify quite conveniently only barely Their position in relation to verbs can vary I do not agree with you completely I do not agree with you Completely I agree with you ■ Finding adverb underlines the seven side dishes in the following sentences Then identify the word that each adverb changes by
underlining it twice Hans Christian Andersen was born in Denmark in almost total poverty at the age of fourteen. , bravely left his home to seek his fortune in Copenhagen As a child he sang beautifully and often pretended to perform for the Chinese Emperor Much later he began writing fairy tales by which
he became famous ■ B Using side dishes in brackets, rewrite each of the following sentences Because he doesn't like crowds, he doesn't go to concerts (rarely) Because crowd, he rarely goes to concerts _ He took her by the hand (timid) , he took her by the hand (The Timid could be placed after him or
his hand.) _ The movie was amazing (totally) The movie was totally amazing _ Melba beautifully (rather) Melba's beautiful (rather) story Melba pretty nice _ Robbie won't eat his anchovies pizza (never) Robbie will never eat his anchovies pizza _ Writer's Grammar Practice Workbook, Grade 9, Unit 10
Copyright © The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc The Ugly Duckling, its most famous story, is unusually autobiographical grammatical practice Class name Date 20.1 Capitalizing sentences Key information Capitalize on the first word of the following: Do not capitalize on the first word of the following: • each
sentence • sentences in parentheses contained in the second sentence • quotes that are complete sentences • sentences that stand on their own in parentheses • indirect quotes • quotes that are not complete sentences After leaving Phillipines MacArthur said, I'll be back. (He actually returned with his
troops in 1944) MacArthur later said (he returned to civilian life) that old soldiers don't really die, they just fade away. ■ Capitalization of sentences In the following sentences circulates the first letter of the underlined word if it needs to be capitalized last week, while my sister was ravaging the refrigerator
late at night, my mother came downstairs and said oh I thought you were a burglar! In a famous speech John F Kennedy said that people should ask what they are. can for his country people living in the far north of Chile would not know what if it ever rained (they live in the driest desert in the world.) my
best friend hates urban life (he grew up in a small town) and said last week that big cities are nothing more than a necessary evil ■ B Correcting the capitalization of sentences Rewrite each of the following sentences containing incorrect capitalization If the sentence contains no errors , write correctly In an
essay on writing, William Zinsser said: Disorder is a disease of American writing. exactly _ Also said that in order to be clear writers, we need to clear our heads of disorder. He also said that in order to be clear writers, we need to clear our heads of disorder. _ He noted that many people think simple
sentences are wrong and then stated: The secret to good writing is to download every sentence on the purest components. _ He noted that many people then stated: Secret _ He said his students (he's also an educator) look affected when he asks them to cut out unnecessary words _ exact _ 38 Writer's
Choice : Grammar Practice Workbook, Grade 9, Unit 20 Copyright © McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc when Dorothy Parker (American poet and short story writer) said she was a quiet, strict president : How could they say? Grammar Practice Class Name Date 20.2-3 Capitalizing on appropriate nouns and
adjectives Key information capitalizes on all appropriate nouns If the corresponding noun contains a few words, capitalize only on the important words bob hope beast in the jungle Capitalize names of ethnic groups, national groups, languages and religious terms Kurds English Hashem German
Capitalize organizations, institutions, political parties, businesses and documents, prizes, and the laws of the Beal College Nobel Prize Sherman Antitrust Act Capitalize road names, Cities, states, countries, continents and bodies of water Lake Erie Wyoming North America Capitalize on the names of
monuments and bridges and ships, trains, and aircraft Statue of Liberty Friendship Appropriate adjectives are adjectives formed from appropriate nouns and must be capitalized Islamic law Appalachian dance Not all proper nouns change shape when used as adjectives Kansas plains Easter parade ■
Identification words for Capitalization Read every sentence Use the proofreading symbol (triple underline) to correct any capitalization errors We were looking forward to our class trip to Washington, d.c Our bus was due to leave Reynoldsburg High School on Wednesday and return late Sunday afternoon
Even Principal Thompson and Ms. Hoffinan, two of our escorts. , we were eager to go copyright © McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc We stopped for dinner at Keystone Restaurant, somewhere along Interstate 70 in Pennsylvania By the time we got to Monroe's motor inn, most of us were too excited to sleep
On Thursday we saw a monument in Washington, a monument to Lincoln and the White House, home to the president Parts of the Smithsonian Institution kept us busy all Friday A special treat on Saturday was a dinner cruise on board the Annapolis. On the potomac river ■ B Using appropriate
adjectives Imagine being visited by a distant relative from another country Write four sentences telling him about the area where you live Use appropriate adjectives to describe things like buildings, parks, theaters, ethnic background of residents, holidays that whole- Sentences brother or any other
subjects of special interest Use at least one corresponding adjective in each sentence will vary _ _ _ : Grammar Practice Workbook, Grade 9, Unit 20 39 Grammar Practice Class Name Date 21.1-3 End punctuation Key information Using periods at the end of declarative sentences and decent commands
I don't have a key to the front door Oh, no! Davy, close the door! Use questionnaires after direct questions, but not after indirect questions Do not close the door until the end Use exclamation point to show strong emotion Does anyone know about a good locksmith? Our neighbor Kate asked if we wanted
to use her phone ■ Using the end of punctuation The following paragraph describes the squishy canoe journey Insert missing periods, exclamation marks and questionnaires ! (1) Jack exclaimed: It's a beautiful day to canoe _ the sun was shining in (2) Jane nodded vigorously in agreement _ They're a
shining blue sky, and a warm spring breeze blew gently through the trees _ he spent weeks looking forward to their family canoeing trip, and has arrived _ ! We have to catch up and Dad _ (3)Come on _ Jack called _ ? Push _ ! Ready _ Together they pushed the canoe into calm, muddy water _ They
dug as soon as they climbed aboard, they put on bright orange life jackets _ Soon they floated calmly gently splashing as they pushed their oars through it _ with electricity _ (5) As they descended around the bend in the stream, their parents, paddling their own canoe while raising their Hey _ ! Furiously,
came to view _ Jack called on them _ ! Oh, no _ hand in greeting, he knocked his paddle in the water _ he cried _ ! Jane _ ? I was just waving to my mom _ What _ (6) Annoyed, Jane turned _ ! (7) I lost my paddle We have to stop _ Jack was distraught I don't believe it _ ! How can we stop _ ? Current
(8) Jane sighed hard _ Amazed, Jane lost her grip too – Canoe scraping over the rock and came to a stop _ They both looked to float quickly away _ on her paddle, and it slipped into the water _ ? Jane asked _ (9) Now what we are _ (10) Many minutes later, Their shoes squishing with each step, they
pulled their canoe Jack muttered, It's a nice day to the shore, where their dry and smiling parents were waiting _ for a canoe _ 40 Writer's Choice: Grammar Practice Workbook, Grade 9, Unit 21 Copyright © McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc his paddles into the creek's sandy bottom and pushed off _ Water !
(4) Stroke _Stroke _ Jane named from her position in the front _ Grammar Practice Name Class Date 21.4 The Colon Key Information Use colons after words as these, as following, or the following to introduce lists Avoids if the lists follow verbs or prepositions This course will cover the After Generation
writers: F Scott Fitzgerald, Ernest Hemingway, and Gertrude Stein Of Hemingway's books , we will study for whom the bell rings, farewell to the weapon and the old man and the sea ■ Identifying the missing colons inserting and circling the missing colons in the following sentences If the sentence contains
no errors, write exactly Ingredients for s'mores are the next one box of graham crackers, ten milk chocolate bars and bags of marshmallows as follows : I still have to buy Christmas presents for Susan , Tricia, Sarie and Katie are correct to perform this experiment. need these things thin piece of cork, red
color, slide with cover and microscope of this thing: It turned out that smoking causes heart disease, emphysema, lung cancer and complications during pregnancy correctly ■ B Writing sentences that include sentence lists Write a sentence according to each of the following guidelines Be sure to use
colons correctly vary (Use colon and list three places you would like to visit.) _ Copyright © McGraw-Hill Companies , Inc _ (Do not use the colon and specify the four oceans of the world.) _ _ _ (Use the phrase as follows and specify three in your home country.) _ (Use the word of this and specify two or
more countries bordering on yours.) _ (Use a word about and list three places you've read about.) _ Writer's Choice: Grammatical Practice Workbook, 9th Grade, Unit 21 41 Grammatical Practice Class Date 21.5 Key point-and-comma information identifying items in a string can be confusing if items
contain commas To make such sentences clear, use a comma point to separate items Similarly, use a comma point to separate the two main clauses joined by a coordination conjunctigation when the clauses already contain several comma items I still have to write a thank-you note to my grandmother,
who gave me a sweater; Aunt Mary, who gave me a basketball; and my brother in Des Moines, who gave me a watch, a CD and a poster of All My Presents, a CD, a poster and a watch were great; but I'm afraid the sweater, which was really beautiful, was too small ■ Identifying misused commas and
semicolons In the following sentences, the comma circles that need to be changed to semicolons and semicolons that need to be changed to commas If the sentence contains no errors, write exactly I really enjoy reading John Donne's poetry; Gerard Manley Hopkins; And W.B Yeats Last year Paul visited
New York and saw the Empire State Building, which didn't impress him, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, in which he spent one all day, and Rockefeller Center, where he tried to skate, but immediately sprained the ankle of Chile, a narrow country on the western edge of South America, is famous for its
breathtaking views of the ocean, mountains, and valleys, but is probably best known for its excellent red wines accurate So far we've studied colons, Semicolons and comma points Copyright © McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. One of the most critical films ever made is Citizen Kane, a brilliant study of the
rise and fall of a wealthy publisher, but even more dazzling than the subject's treatment was the innovative camera work Ilison Welles uses ■ B Using commas and semicolons to change commas to semicolon points as needed correct the following sentences &lt; In one version of Greek mythology
Antigone was the daughter of Oedipo and Jocasta, king and queen of Thessa, later the subject of Sophocles' play; &lt; Pan, son of Mercury and wooden nymph, was the god of forest, fields, shepherds and sheep, lived in the forest and played his panpipe; &lt; &lt; The Three Graces, who sang and danced
at greek gods' banquets, were Aglaia, whose other name was Glow, Euphrosyne, who went by the name Mirth, and Thalia, who ;/; He brought &lt; Zeus was originally a heavenly god, lord of wind and rain, after 1991, he became the leader of the gods &lt; Poseidon was the god of the sea, Homer called
him the shaker of the earth. 42 Writer's choice: Grammatical Practice Workbook, 9th Grade, Unit 21 ; Grammatical practice Class Date 21.6 Commas and complex sentences Key information Use commas between two main clauses joined by coordination conjuncture unless the clauses are very short and
the meaning is clear without them Mary is quite short, but she is a great basketball player Camila loves pizza, but her parents hate it [clearly] I saw Westminster Cathedral and Buckingham Palace is next on my list [unclear] I saw Westminster Cathedral , and Buckingham Palace is next on my list [clear] ■
Identification coordination loop and missing commas emphasize the coordination loop in each of the following sentences If a comma is required before the conjunctia, insert and round the comma of the thali she lived in Jordan, but recently she emigrated to the United States Michael showed up radio and
we danced Judy wanted to learn to play the violin. And her mother enrolled her in the Suzuki course the weatherman predicted we'd have sunny weather, and yet it got very snowy Nelson bought a new Ferrari, and Buick hit it soon after ■ B Using coordination conjunctivas and commas Add a coordination
loop and another main clause to extend each of the following sentences Use a comma when needed Don't forget to cross off the sentence period will vary I've never been in a spaceship Copyright © McGraw-Hill Companies , Inc _ Oceans become highly polluted _ Red skies in the morning is a sign of
rainy weather _ Dogs are usually loyal to their owners _ _ Violence is a serious problem _ Writer's Choice: Grammar Practice Workbook, Grade 9, Unit 21 43 Grammatical Practice Class Name Date 21.6 Commas and Coordinating Adjectives Key adjectives for information coordination alike change nouns
Must be separated by commas mr Seebart gave away , hardworking and hard-working students living in the old brick house Comma may be needed to separate some adjectives in a row , but not others that I bought cheap, comfortable stuffed chairs Adjectives that are not coordinated should not be
separated by commas These are often adjectives describing the size, shape, age and material ■ Identifying the correct use of notched notches Insert and round all missing commas in the following sentences Draw a line through any comma that should be omitted If the sentence does not contain errors
Write correctly We heard a roar of slow, cheerful laughter accurate They lived on a dark, daring, gloomy alley Robin was wearing a hardy, rough, gray, wool coat We watched a desperate, tireless, raging mob storm through the town The old man drew together his thick, fussy, dark eyebrows and flashed
into me We thought it was a man's debt. , boring, confusing speech would never end Most of the jobs in the city are along the widest, busiest, best lit streets correct Thick, picture-filled, travel book made for interesting reading 10 the wet weather of August is something I wish I could escape this year ■ B B
Coordinate and unsubjudged adjectives Choose four things around you — such as your desk, the noise you hear, the person you see — and write one sentence for each thing you choose Use two to three adjectives before each thing you describe Use commas correctly and don't use the adjective more
than once Get creative! Sentences will vary _ _ _ 44 Writer's choice: Grammatical Practice Workbook, Grade 9, Unit 21 Copyright © McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc Sharp, uncivilized home fans on the other side of the field offered a striking contrast to our normal, entertaining fans of Grammar Practice
Class Name Date 21.6 Commas with parentheses and conjunctival pendant Key information uses commas to initiate parentheses expressions such as on the contrary. , in addition, in other words; and yet to peel off conjunctival side dishes, as is the case, and however, Mr Bodine eats a lot of fast food; in
addition, he never exercises Yet it seems that for now he is in relatively good health ■ Identifying parentheses expressions and conjunctival contributions Underlines parentheses expressions and appendictive adverb in the following sentences English is the native language of more than 300 million
people worldwide; speaks, moreover, many millions as a second language of Chinese, however, there are twice as many native speakers as any other language in the world Many people believe that English is the official language of the United States; however, the country does not have an official
language Some people want English to become the official language of the United States; as a result, the English language amendment was proposed in the 1980s most immigrants to the United States in the 1800s quickly learned English to become more American; they wanted, in other words, to jump
into the melting pot ■ B using commas with parentheses and conjunctival pendant Insert and round up all the missing commas in the next paragraph of Copyright © McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc (1) Henry David Thoreau is one of America's best-known writers, but has published only two books in his life
(2) Moreover, each book sells badly; in fact, together they sold fewer than 1,200 copies (3) Thoreau moved to the shores of Walden Pond and spent a lot of time in solic onlyness and meditation (4) Thoreau, however, he did not think he was running away from life (5) On the contrary, he went to the forest
to live it completely (6) Nevertheless, part of that life involved working on his first book (7) During that time in his life , refused to pay poll tax; Consequently, he was arrested and imprisoned for one night (8) He soon wrote Civil Disobediment, an essay on passive resistance that influenced, among others,
Gandhi and Martin Luther King Jr(9) In addition, this work and his book Walden made him popular with young people in the 1960s (10) His themes World of Nature and inspired readers to follow their own conscience Writer's choice: Grammar Practice Workbook, Grade 9, Unit 21 45 Grammatical Practice
Class Name Date 21.6 and Direct Address and Tag Questions Key information Use commas to separate the words of direct address from the rest of the sentence Bart, is it entirely necessary? Use commas to separate the tag questions from the rest of the sentence The tag question reinforces the implied
response to the statement that follows I believe, students, that we're done for the day you make your point, right? ■ Identification of the direct address Underline all the words used in the direct address in the following sentences Does it bother you if a new student, Roberto, goes with you? Do you mind if a
new student goes with you, Roberto? Roberto, the new student goes with you Roberto, the new student, going with you Charlotte, your art project is pleased quite a few judges Charlotte's new art project is pleased quite a few judges Jamar, Tyler, and Sarah were chosen for our representatives Jamar,
Tyler and Sarah were chosen for our representatives Jamar, Tyler and Sarah were chosen for our representatives Good, mate, I hope you feel better 10 I hope my friend feels better Insert and round up all the missing commas in the following Sentences If the sentence doesn't contain any errors, write
exactly Jimmy, you've been talking to Susan Alexander lately, haven't you? Susan Alexander, this is your conscience saying she's hinted several times, Arthur, that you should be more careful you heard her hint that you should be more careful, right? Nate, Michael and D J are going to the show next
week, Millie Nate, Michael and D J are going to a concert with Millie next week Janet's going to the movies with us, right? Janet, are you coming to the movies with us? There are rumors, Aaron, that you're going to try your hand at Team 10 Aaron, you're sure you're going to make the team, aren't you? 46
Writer's Choice: Grammatical Practice Workbook, Grade 9, Unit 21 Correct Copyright © McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc ■ B Using commas with direct address and tag issues Grammar practice Class name Date 21.6 Misuse of notched key information commas alone can not join the two main clauses
INCORRECT: CORRECT: Zamboanga is a city in the south of the Philippines, has a special Moro influence Zamboanga's city in southern Philippines; has a distinct Moro influence Do not put a comma before the conjunction joining the connecting element with two items in the sentence INCORRECT: Bob
and Joe won the series CORRECT: Bob and Joe won the series Do not put a comma between the verb and its complement INCORRECT: She bought her mother, milkshake CORRECT: She bought her mother a milkshake ■ Identifying comma errors Circle each of the misused commas in the following
sentences Then rewrite each sentence , using the correct punctuation it was gray, and cloudy, it was one of those days that causes someone to sit in the window, the sky was gray and cloudy It was one of those days, actually, and a dream of days gone by that cause someone to sit in the window and
dream about days gone by _ That's exactly what I was doing when the phone rang , I, jumped out of my chair, that's exactly what I was doing when the phone and ran to answer it Copyright © McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. rang I jumped out of my chair and ran to answer it _ The voice at the other end
seemed familiar, for a moment I, I thought I knew who the voice on the other end seemed familiar; for a moment I thought I knew who it was _ A person told me I had won, a trip to Hawaii Then laughed hysterically, and a person told me I had won a trip to Hawaii Then he laughed hysterically _ and worse
_ I didn't run to the store, for sunscreen, something tells me Hawaii will have to wait _ I didn't run to the sunscreen store; something tells me Hawaii will have to wait _ _ Meanwhile, I'll still be looking at cloudy, gray skies out the window, daydreaming is meanwhile, I'll still look at cloudy, gray probably as
relaxing as Hawaii anyway _ sky out the window; Daydreaming is probably just as relaxing as Hawaii anyway _ Writer's Choice: Grammatical Practice Workbook, Grade 9, Unit 21 47 Grammatical Practice Class Name Date 21.7-8 Dash and Parentheses Key information Use a dash to show a sudden
change of thought within the sentence Albino whales (the most famous albino is, of course, Moby Dick) were often the subject of tall tales She grew mint - or perhaps thyme - in her garden of herbs Parentheses indicate additional material that is not vital to the main statement If a complete sentence
enclosed in parentheses contained in the second sentence, it does not require capitalization or the end of punctuation However, if the parentheal clause stands on its own, capitalize and use appropriate punctuation They are among the most intelligent creatures on earth (Whales have always been
revered by hunters.) When a comma or comma is required after the bracket, place it outside the final bracket Kyle and Sally will be there (I think), but Johnson has supported putts in the 100-foot (1.2 to 30 meter) spanned ■ Identifying errors in and around brackets Rewrite each of the following sentences,
correcting errors in capitalization and punctuation Some people like him (Some people don't.) Some people like him (some people don't.) _ _ _ One of my best friends (Exchange student from Indonesia) finds a lot One of my best friends (an exchange student from Indonesia) finds American food slushy I
can eat plate after plate kimchee (spicy Korean dish), but it makes my terrible stomach pain _ girl terrible stomach pain _ She says that Macao (formerly Macao colony of colonies Hong Kong,) is known for its She says that Macao (a former Portuguese colony near Hong Architecture and its Kong casinos)
is known for its architecture and casinos _ While in Tanzania, they saw a rhinoceros (Rhinoceros is in danger while in Tanzania, they saw a rhino dying out;) Irena also saw one _ (the rhino is in danger of dying out); Irena saw one, too _ B Using dashes and brackets Write two of your own sentences In the
first sentence use dashes to show a change in thought In the second sentence use parentheses to set additional material Sentences will vary 48 Writer's Choice: Grammar Practice Workbook, Grade 9, Unit 21 Copyright © McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc I can eat plate after plate kimchee (spicy Korean dish
,), but it gives my girlfriend a grammar practice class name dated 21.9 Quote marks key information point commas and periods within closing quotation marks I can't believe my eyes, whispered Marion said: Take it back, I hate it. Place a question mark or exclamation mark within closing quotation marks
when part of a quote or when the same punctuation is required for both the quote and the sentence Shouted: Heavens Betsy! Place the semicolon and colon points outside the closing quotation marks I just read Ralph Ellison's story King of the Game Bingo; Is brilliant These words were used to describe
Marianne Moore's poem Marriage: ambitious and accomplished Seth asked: Can I tell you something you might not want to hear? Place the quotation mark or exclamation mark outside the closing quotation marks when part of the full sentence What is meant by a customer to be kept? ■ Mark Errors
identification quotation mark circling the misplaced punctuation in the following sentences Each sentence contains one error If you do it again, I'm afraid I'll have to report you, Ms. Witherspoon calmly said At that moment he shouted: Long live the king! My mother sang I'm a Lonely Little Petunia in a
Onion Patch in the workshop, Dan was upstairs whistling Lareda Streets, and I was in the living room with my hands over Julia's ears and I said, Who's that in a bright blue blouse? Copyright © McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Does anyone know who wrote Silent Night? ■ B Using quotation marks Complete
the following sentences to create a brief dialogue between the lost man and seeking to return to his hotel and the young woman at the information booth Sentences will vary Looking exhausted and confused, the man approached the information booth and frantically asked, Woman in the Cabin, trying to
calm him down, she said, _ The man replied, _ The woman gave him instructions She said, Relieved , the man exclamed, and walked towards his Hotel Writer's Grammatical Practice Workbook, Level 9, Unit 21 49 Grammatical Practice Class Name 21.10 Italics (Underline) Key Information Italicize (or
underline when typing or writing) names of the following: A, a, and they are reassessed only when they are part of the title book long poems ships Night at the Opera House is very funny film sculpture paintings trained by Our Newspaper's Daily News newspaper planes television series game space-long
musical works movies Words , the letters and numbers that were presented were italicized My young son often confuses p with g when writing ■ Identification titles to be italized to underline any of the following words and phrases that should be glowing Shakespeare's play Romeo and Juliet rock group
The Beatles of our national anthem, Star-Spangled Banner 10 Michelangelo Sculpture Pietà Our Neighboring Continent, South America 11 television series Enchanted Image Lisa 12 musical Cats spacecraft Apollo 13 television series Star Trek daily New York Times 14 poem Let It Be Children's Rhyme
Jack and Jill 15 magazine Seventeen short story Monkey's Paw Use the five items you underlined in Section A in your own sentences Don't forget to underline sentences correctly again _ _ 50 Writer's Choice: Workbook of Grammar Practice, 9. Unit 21 Copyright © McGraw-Hill companies, Inc ■ B using
the name italics grammar practice Class Date 21.11 Apostrophie key information Use apostrophe with -s to indicate the possessiveness of the singular directory and from the plural directory does not end U-is the owner of the dog Add the apostrophe and -s to the last word of the complex noun her plump
hat commander in the main house of the boss's daughter children's toys Use only to apostrophe the possessiveness of the plural noun that ends in the Smiths' house Use possessive form only for the final name when two or more people own something together Chris and Andy's house, but Chris and
Andy's exam Apostrophe. are also used to form contractions (two) jacket records that you will not ■ Identifying misused apostrophies correcting any of the following items in which apostrophes are misused or omitted if the item contains no errors, write exactly she's not here she's not here _ James'
younger sister James' younger sister exactly I wanted one walrus tusk _ correct Mrs Ryan's garden _ Copyright © McGraw-Hill company , Inc correct caterpillar's cocoon _ The Smiths' and Wilsons' property line The Smiths and Wilsons property line correct Betty and Bob's diner correct Russ's sneakers
everyone's friend 10 everyone's friend correct 11 Morrises' yard _ her sister-in-law dress 12 her ■ B Using Apostrophes Each of the following sentences contains a missing apostrophe word and, in some cases, -s Rewrite the word correctly in space provided by the Rolling Stones' Today there seems to
be a revival of Rolling Stones songs _ hostess Everyone from the embassy were fascinated by the hostess' contribution to the charm of the girls Two girls' contribution to the fund was outstanding. _ Saint Louis's many of Saint Louis neighborhoods are really quite different. _ Choice of Writer: Workbook of
Grammar Practice, 9. Unit 21 51 Grammatical Practice Class Name Date 21.12-13 Dash and Abbreviation Key information Disassembled complex adjectives located before nouns sky blue truck round face boy dash all spells out numbers up to ninety-nine single-apole glass, but one sixteenth of an inch
Most abbreviations require periods Exceptions are official U.S. Postal Service abbreviations of government names and abbreviations of organization names formed from initial letters of the word These abbreviations are capital letters without Period Disassemble a fraction only when used as an adjective ■
Use dashes to insert and cycle dashes where necessary in the following items If the item contains no errors, write exactly fifty-five thirty-nine-year-old man my brown-eyed girlfriend 10 eagle-eyed scout beautifully made basket correct 11 three-dollar hour famous broadcaster 12 easily earned a million
one-fourth teaspoons of 13 baby face grandfather two hundred and twenty-nine 14 three-quarters cup rest that was deservedly correct 15 rain delayed game Correct ■ B Using abbreviation abbreviations Shorten each of the following items Consult dictionary when needed NBC National Broadcasting
Corporation _ Conn or CT Connecticut U.S United States _ ME Maine _ Nebr or NB Nebraska oz ounce _ A.D anno Domini _ P.M post meridiem Sen Senator mm 10 millimeter _ 52 Writer's Choice : Grammar Practice Workbook, Grade 9, Unit 21 Copyright © McGraw-Hill Companies , Inc. seventy-first
time [...] ... _ 5 (complex subject, complex predicate) _ Writer's choice: Workbook of grammar practice, class 9, unit 11 9 Grammatical practice Class name Date 11.5 Indirect subjects Key subjects Are the words or groups of words that make the meaning of the verb complete Porter gave ... couldn't bear
to tell him the bad news that says _ 16 Writer's Choice: Grammar Practice Workbook, Grade 9, Unit 12 Copyright © The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc 9 Student Council position will include taking on great responsibility Grammar practice Name date class 12.3 Infinitivs and Infinitive Phrases Key
Information Infinitives... called judoka This person is a student of judo _ The person who is a student of judo is called judoka _ Writer's choice: Workbook of grammar practice, 9th grade, unit 13 19 Grammatical practice Class Date 13.6 Adverb Clauses Key Information Adverb clauses modify verbs,
adjectives or adverbs and are introduced by one of the following... _ 22 Writer's Choice: Workbook of Grammatical Practice, 9th Grade, Unit 13 Copyright © The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc By the end of the twentieth century, was Mexico City the largest city in the world? (examiners) Grammatical
Practice Class Name Date 13.9 Sentence Fragments Key fragments of an information sentence are incomplete... Broadcast Swam, Swum 8 Swim _ Shook, Shaken 9 Shake _ Brought, Brought 10 Bring _ Writer's Choice: Grammatical Practice Workbook, Grade 9, Unit 15 25 Grammar Practice Class
Name Date 15.4 Perfect Tense Key Information Present Perfectly Tense Expresses... contribution to Western literature in this century were 9 These tickets _ our only chance to see Cats was 10 Generous Donation _ two thousand dollars 28 Writer's Choice: Grammar Practice Workbook, Grade 9, Unit 16
Copyright © McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc were 3 of Matt's frequent headaches _ subject of concern to his doctors Grammatical Practice Class Name Date 4.4-5pm. _ 4 Either burgers or potato salad _ Writer's choice : Grammatical Practice Workbook, Grade 9, Unit 16 29 Grammar Practice Class Name
Date 17.1 Case of Personal Pronouns Key Information Nominative Case Pronouns (I, You, He, He, She, It, Us, and Them) function as objects ... Time Zone as New York City _ 14 Writer's Choice: Grammar Practice Workbook, Grade 9, Unit 12 Copyright © McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc ■ B using atelier
and atelier Grammar Practice Class Name Date 12.3 Participles and Participial Phrases Key Information Participles are verb forms that... added a secret beverage to half a kilogram of molten lead (claim, Success) changing to silver 5 His wife claimed to have seen lead _ (change, silver) Writer's choice:
Workbook of grammar practice, Grade 9, Unit 12 15 Grammatical practice Class name Date 12.3 Gerunds and Gerund Phrases Key information Like current participations, gerunds are verb forms that end in -ing Unlike partples. ,... Beautiful Music (Though) Although Beethoven Went Blind, He Is Still _ 8
Writer's Choice: Grammatical Practice Workbook, Grade 9, Unit 10 Copyright © McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc ■ B Using Subordinate Conjunctian Grammatical Practice Class Name Date 11.3 Complex Items and Compound Predict Key Information Two or More Simple Items... judoka _ Writer's choice:
Grammatical Practice Workbook, Grade 9, Unit 13 19 Grammar Practice Class Name Date 13.6 Adverb Clauses Key... _ Writer's Choice: Grammar Practice Workbook, Class 9, Unit 16 29 Grammar Practice Class Name Date 17.1 Personal... _ Writer's Choice: Grammar Practice Workbook, Grade 9, Unit
20 39 Grammar Practice Class Name Date End punctuation - Xem thêm - Xem thêm : Grammatical practice workbook class 9 , Grammatical practice 9th Grade , Grammatical Practice Workbook 9.
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